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Who Are We?
Brief Bios…

Dr Marcela Matos
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Research Group
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Workshop Plan
What we would like to cover!

• Setting the Scene Regarding Shame


• Brief Introduction to Embodiment


• Exploring a Shame Memory of Your Own


• Embodying the Shamed Self


• Embodying the Compassionate Self


• Bringing Compassion to the Shamed Self
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Ground Rules
In Preparation for Today’s Session

• Participating in a way that is comfortable and safe


• It’s ok to participate as an observer if preferred


• Pacing ourselves and starting small


• If we feel discomfort or distress, it’s ok to pause and re-ground


• There is no right or wrong


• Staying open to learning


• We are here as fellow human beings
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What is Shame?
• A powerful self-conscious and 

socially-focused emotion

• Feelings of inferiority, 

inadequacy, unattractiveness, 
defectiveness, powerlessness 
and/or self-consciousness 

• Behaviours/urges to escape, 
hide or conceal our 
deficiencies
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External Shame: 
Our belief that others are 
judging us in these 
powerfully negative ways. 


Internal Shame: 
Judging ourselves in these 
powerfully negative ways.
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An intense, painful and often 
incapacitating emotion.
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More on Shame
• Shame experiences are ubiquitous, and can occur throughout life. 


• Shame can be felt even when no one is watching, or between us 
and others, or at broader social and cultural levels.


• Shame is critical to our psychosocial development and functioning, 
affecting our sense of self, interactions with others, and 
relationships.


• Importantly, shame can affect many life choices and actions. 

• Shame can have profound, negative effects on both individual and 
relational psychological well-being.
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Shame Experiences
• Shame experiences are many and varied, for example: 


- put downs, criticism or humiliation, rejection, bullying


- experiencing rejection, failure, and abuse. 


• When we are shamed, especially as children, our threat system is 
activated, creating a sense of a threatened social self. 


• And inhibits our affiliative-soothing system, and our ability to down-
regulate threat through receiving care and connection from others. 


• We see ourselves as vulnerable, defective, weak, inadequate and unworthy.


• We see others as critical, judgmental, unavailable, and dangerous.
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An Evolved Emotion
• The human capacity for social understanding and self-conscious 

awareness is both useful and a source of suffering through shame. 


• The adaptive function of shame: a warning signal that others might be 
viewing us as having negative qualities, lacking positive ones, and we 
are at risk of rejection or exclusion, or even persecution. 


• The trade-off: awareness of deficits, failures and flaws, fear of 
exposure or judgment by others, and an internal sense of self as 
shameful.


• The implication for prehistoric humans are isolation, vulnerability, death.
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Both self-conscious emotions related to our human 
capacity for self-awareness and sense of self as an 

‘object in the minds of others’.


BUT rooted in distinct and phylogenetically ancient 
emotional and motivational processes…
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• Linked to the evolutionary dynamics of social 

competition, social reputation and social 
acceptance


• Focused on social reputation, maintaining and 
restoring self-image, repairing damage to social 
bonds


• Comes along with emotions like anxiety, disgust, 
anger


• Not linked to moral behaviour and cooperation, 
but associated with social competition and 
striving to avoid inferiority


• Related to hostile forms of self-criticism and to 
increased vulnerability to a variety of mental 
health problems

• Linked to a different evolution of care-giving 
motives and behaviour: motivational processes for 
caring and avoiding causing harm to others


• Focused in having caused harm and in the desire 
for reparation; the anticipation of guilt and its 
negative affect seem to motivate individuals 
towards care and compassion


• Comes along with emotions linked to sadness 
and remorse


• Considered a moral emotion, linked to moral 
behaviour and cooperation; encourages prosocial 
behaviour and builds interpersonal relationships


• Guilt is not (or is weakly) associated with mental 
health difficulties



Shame Experiences Long Remembered
Early shame experiences, and the resulting threat system 
activation and sense of threatened social self, can form 
painful shame memories. 

Universidade de Coimbra, Portugal, 2018
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Shame Memory Traumatic Qualities
Shame memories have trauma-like qualities (including intrusions, 
avoidance and hyperarousal) and create a sense of ongoing threat to 
sense of self and psychological integrity (Matos & Pinto-Gouveia, 2010). 


We feel and believe that we exist in the minds the others as 
unattractive, inferior, defective, unlovable, or inadequate. 


Others become the threat, and therefore relational or interpersonal 
situations are often the trigger for painfully current feelings of shame. 


We see and judge ourselves in the same negative and devaluing way.
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Shame Memory Centrality
Shame memories can also be central to a person’s self-identity, 
personal narrative or life story (Pinto-Gouveia & Matos, 2011). 


We can define ourselves according to the shame experience and what 
it means about us and who we are. 


Out of this we develop very global and unchanging negative views of 
ourselves: “I am bad…I am no good…I am worthless.” 


Despite time passing, the shame memories become part of the 
structure of how we see ourselves, keeping our feelings of shame alive. 
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Psychological 
Consequences
Shame memories increase the 
risk of negative emotions, such as 
depression, anxiety and stress.  

The severity of the traumatic 
qualities and centrality of the 
shame memories are associated 
with severity of psychopathology. 
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The Double Bind
Shame memories are an important 
part of the origin of negative beliefs 
and fears about receiving care, 
compassion and love from others, 
or from oneself (Matos et al., 2017). 


This is the double-bind of shame 
and shame memories: they increase 
our risk of psychological distress, 
plus they reduce our openness to 
seek and receive the support we 
need in order to suffer less.
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A Role for Self-Compassion
• Self-compassion mediates the relationship 

between shame memories and 
depression, and safe positive affect


• Our skills and abilities to be 
compassionate towards ourselves in the 
face of life difficulties may help to reduce 
the painful negative effects of traumatic 
shame memories on psychological 
wellbeing, and promote feelings of 
safeness and contentment

Matos

& Creed (2018)

Steindl
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Embodiment of the Compassionate Self
CMT entails a set of practices that:

• Work with physiological processes 
associated with sociality, friendliness and 
mental well-being


• Engage with an inner sense of one’s own 
compassionate self-identity, with certain 
qualities, such as kindness, wisdom, 
strength and commitment


• Imagining oneself attending, thinking and 
behaving from that self-identity to cultivate 
and embody the compassionate self 
qualities into everyday life and difficulties

(Gilbert 2010; Gilbert & Choden 2013)
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(Lama 1995; Jinpa 2015; Tsering & McDougall 2005).

In Tibetan Buddhist traditions, the cultivation of one’s 
compassionate self and identity is the essence of Bodhichitta 
practice and core to developing well-being for self and others and 
ethics (Lama 1995; Jinpa 2015; Tsering and McDougall 2005).
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Embodiment
Some evidence so far…

• Practicing imagining one’s ‘best possible self’ is related to 
increased optimism (Meevissen et al., 2011) and improved 
coping behaviour (Peters et al., 2010).


• Imagining oneself as a virtual Freud (from which one offered 
oneself counselling) rather than just one’s ordinary self 
resulted in mood improvements (Osimo et al., 2015).


• Hulme et al. (2012) found that practicing positive self-
imagery of recalling a time when one felt relaxed and 
positive was related to higher levels of self-esteem and 
reduced anxiety in response to anxiety-provoking vignettes 
(e.g. meeting your partner’s parents for the first time).
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Embodiment of the Compassionate Self
Evidence of embodiment as core to CMT

• Matos et al. (2018) examined the role of embodiment (and practice frequency and 
perceived helpfulness) of the compassionate self in everyday life on CMT outcomes.


• The ability to embody one’s compassionate self was associated with higher 
compassion for the self, for others and from others and with improvements in 
reassured self, safe affect and compassionate goals. 


• Embodiment of the compassionate self predicted improvements in self-compassion 
and on the experience of compassion from others from pre to post-intervention.


• Being able to embody the compassionate self in everyday life is key to foster self-
compassion and the experience of receiving compassion from others, as well as to 
promote feelings of safeness, contentment and calmness.
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Exploring a Shame Memory
Exercise
• Description of the situation


• Thoughts, emotions, behaviours 
and sensations during the 
situation


• How the situation has affected 
you, both the positive and 
negative effects
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Visualising and Embodying the Shamed Self
Exercise
• Preparing to work with a shame 

memory via visualisation and 
embodiment 


• Visualising yourself experiencing the 
recalled shame memory


• Embodying the physical and 
psychological qualities of the 
‘shamed self'


• Using movement to embody the 
'shamed self’


• Inquiry and reflections
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Visualising and Embodying the Compassionate Self
Exercise
• Visualising and embodying the 

Compassionate Self


• Move in space as the 
Compassionate Self


• Enquiry and reflection
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Approaching the Shamed Self with the Compassionate Self
Exercise
• Observing the shame memory from the 

perspective of the ‘compassionate self’


• Bring wisdom, strength and care to the 
image of the ‘shamed self’


• Offer the ‘shamed self’ words of 
validation, reassurance, affirmation and 
encouragement


• Consider what helpful action the 
‘compassionate self’ would like to take 
for the ‘shamed self’


• Enquiry and reflection
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Thank You! 

And Please Stay in 
Touch.
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